
Chapter 49 : “Court-reporters & Court-photographers”

Ever since Expressen journalist Gösta Ollén introduced the term “court-reporter”, there has
been a debate about the nature of this animal. There are three definitions. A: A court-
reporter usually does not dabble in political or economic journalism (though some do) but 
in cultural journalism and news coverage of the royal house. B: A court-reporter excels in 
ass-licking, uncritical admiration of the royal house, intellectual laziness and non-existent 
source criticism. C: A court-reporter chases scandals and invents them if they do not exist -
a kind of mental stalking.

Ollén himself worked according to version A and may well be considered a good example - 
both normal relations with members of the royal house and a (reasonably) factual 
journalism. In addition he could interview Sibylla in German, always an advantage. Later 
practitioners model A like Expressen's Ulf Nilson and Aftonbladet's Annette Kullenberg had
a republican agenda. Most common is court-journalism model B. This version is better than 
its reputation, may well be dubbed version AB, but of course the time pressure and political 
considerations put their mark. Reknown early practitioners are Tyra Öhrvall (Året Runt) & 
Margit Fjellman (Vecko Journalen). Reknown later practitioners are Sten Hedman 
(Damernas Värld, Se & Hör), Karin Lennmor (Damernas Värld) & Johan T Lindwall (Se & 
Hör, Expressen). However, most journalists working in tabloids & weeklies have done at 
least some court-reporting. It is part of the profession.

Court-reporting version C is common in England and Germany but there are few Swedish 
practitioners. The journalists Stig Edling (Pockettidningen R), Thomas Sjöberg/Deanne 
Rauscher (independent) & David Nyhlén (Aftonbladet; Expressen; Stoppa Pressarna) are 
well known but let's not forget the chief editors Thomas Mattsson (Expressen) & Jan Helin 
(Aftonbladet). As the Russians say, “The fish rots from the head”.

A special genre D constitutes TT's news bulletins about the Royal tours etc. Long 
unreadable accounts that were published throughout Gustaf VI's reign. CG also hires TT 
when he wants to avoid awkward questions.

*

Editor-in-Chief of Vecko Journalen, Veckans Affärer & Svenska Dagbladet Gustaf von
The place has long been responsible for the history of court-journalism:

In the 1950s, Europe revived the royalist values of the pre-war era - I mean before 
World War I. The Republican ravings of between the wars was over, as during World 
War II the monarchs had been transformed from smartly dressed ceremonial figures 
into living symbols of resistance and desire for freedom. In Britain, George VI was a 
symbol of the Commonwealth, and the Queen and the Princesses had been involved in
the war effort. And at the end of the war, the royal houses were hailed by cheering 
masses of people - only Leopold of Belgium, traitor and quisling, met with the wrath 
of the people.
...
In Sweden too, the royal family was popular, not least because modern journalism 
made it two-dimensional. It could be described in two ways and viewed from two 
angles; On the one hand, as before, it offered festivities, gala uniforms, plumed boat 
hats and imposing horse carriages. Partly - and that was new - princes and princesses 



could be described as having film star qualities. The lonely widow out at Haga, who 
raised four princesses and at the eleventh-hour gave birth to an heir to the throne, 
wrought compassion. She was pitied. And the princesses were so cute, they played 
almost like normal kids. In addition, our princes and princesses of the blood after 
living a chaste teenage life had an interesting sex life, proving that royal hearts beat as
hard as any commoner's, usually for very ordinary young gentlemen and ladies. It was
King Erik and little Karin in a Harlequin edition. ... What the Swedish people at that 
time wanted, and what we served, was pomp and romance - not scandals. We never 
made the slightest hint that Princess Sibylla's friendship with the banker Hägglöf 
could be anything other than just friendship.1

Gustaf von Platen's description is relatively correct for the period 1946-1966. The period 
1966-1976, however, was more analytical and critical: We have a monarchy. Who are they? 
What are they doing? This coincided with a lively political debate and that CG graduated, 
interned, found a suitable queen, married and had children. 1976-1996 court-journalism 
version A (facts) reverted to court-journalism version B (fiction). 1996-2013 the process 
repeated itself: Crown Princess Victoria graduated, interned, found a suitable prince, married 
and had children. This coincided with a lively political debate. The Republican Association 
was formed, the constitution was investigated, scandals were aired etc. Now there will be a 20
year hiatus until the next relapse.

*

Journalists as a group are far more republican than the general population. This became a 
political issue in 1972 when Swedish Conservative Tage Andersson maintained that SVT had 
25-30 left-wing extremists at its payroll, unclear who however. Similar allegations have been 
made at regular intervals since. It all seems to have started with Christopher Jolin's 1972 book
“Left Wingers – A Threats to Swedish Democracy”.

In all investigations carried out, journalists are to the left of the population. In 1989, as many
as 50 percent of the journalists considered themselves “leftists”. At the same time, most 
newspapers were “rightist”. The three most Republican parties are the Left, the Green and 
the Liberals. In 2009, 53 percent of the journalists and 20 percent of the public supported 
them. However, this is not supposed to affect the reporting of the royal family in the long 
term. What purports to govern the reporting is news value, media logic and the need for 
exciting stories. Put differently: These hacks are an unreliable lot. If they smell a front page, 
it can end up anywhere. Perhaps that is the case, but I doubt it. I still have to read an 
informed article that rejoices at CG's professional skills and success.

Journalist Lars Aduktusson described the state of affairs for Daniel Westling in connection 
with a meeting in January 2009: “We talked about the media logic of first building up a 
person's popularity and then turning on him or her focusing only on negative angles. He 
asked if it is possible to avoid - I did not have a straight answer but stressed the obvious 
about the importance of being oneself, not hiding the facts and being accessible.”2

From 1999 there are numbers for what the journalists as a group think about the royal house 
(Appendix 1: Table 2). Expressed as a balance measure (percent positive minus percent 
negative), the support 1999, 2005 & 2011 was = +4, -33 & -55 percent to compare with the 

1 Gustaf von Platen. Resa till det förflutna : minnen. Del 2. 1994. 
2 Lars Aduktusson. Världens bästa story. Författaren & Ekerlids förlag, 2011. 



populations support +41, +16 & +4 percent. The broadcasting media were most critical. The 
balance measure for CG's role during and the 2005 tsunami being: Newspapers +34, radio & 
TV -50.3

*

The slander in the 1930s could look like this: During the autumn of 1931 and winter of 1932, 
Edmund's adjutant Åge Lundström was secretly engaged and Edmund used to join the couple 
at some restaurant when the fiancée was in Stockholm. The doubly false rumour circulated 
that she was Edmund's secret mistress and that she was identical to actress Margit Manstad. 
The rumour persisted until the summer of 1936, when Manstad was so vexed by all the 
strange embellishments that she contacted Edmund. She was referred to 1st Marshal Reinhold 
Rudbeck, who in his turn contacted Edmund's then adjutant Folke Bernadotte. Rudbeck, 
Edmund and Folke Bernadotte discussed the matter with Torsten Nothin, Stockholm's 
equivalent of governor and the city's chief of police. They agreed that the case should be 
considered a case of public defamation. A police commissioner visited the most vocal of the 
rumourmongers and explained to them that if they continued they would be prosecuted.4

At the same time, there were rumours that the restaurant owner Kurt Haiby had a homosexual 
relationship with Gustaf V. The information was provided by Haiby's himself in connection 
with his divorce, but has never been confirmed. Over time, Haiby received considerable 
money from the court to keep quiet, but did not. After Gustaf Vs death in 1950, the writer and 
republican Vilhelm Moberg ran a campaign 1952-1953 about mainly the suppression of the 
story. Gustaf VI's attempts at covering up, mainly denying that it had ever happened, met with
little success and it is still much discussed. The papers became public starting in 1983, which 
led to renewed fruitless speculations. The fact that no more information has emerged indicates
that no one had any first-hand information, that court marshal Rudbeck never dared to 
confront Gustaf V about what had happened and that in the end the whole story got a life of 
its own. The parallels with Mille Markovic are quite obvious. The crisis management turned 
into a bigger scandal than the origin.

*

Celebrity journalism, formerly known as the “slush columns”, is said to have gradually 
become more explicit, apparently meaning that more people are named. “Still in the 40s, 
when the audience at the Wally Gala [distribution of theatre prizes] began to be reviewed, it 
was considered inappropriate to write out names.”5 The celebrity writers both now and then 
differ from other journalists by distinguishing themselves by their social contacts rather than 
by their education.

In 1962, Vecko Journalen ran an article on the Swedish post-war generation of court-
reporters. They perceived themselves as writing “royal news”, in contrast to their 
predecessors that wrote “royal poncey”:

[Margit Fjellman (1906-1984):] What is royal poncey? One could say with a certain 
simplification that the poncey begins where the legitimate - and highly valued - royal

3 Tomas Andersson Odén, Marina Gersetti & Ulf Wallin. Tsunamins genomslag – En studie av svenska mediers 
bevakning. Krisberedskapsmyndigheten. KBM:s temaserie, 2005:13. 
4 Henrik Sidoli. 1936 - ett rykte. Hänt i Veckan, 1990:33. 
5 Kid Severin. På “skvaller-redaktionen”. Publicistklubbens årsbok, 1979, s 30-31. 



news ends. The high objects are described in a submissive style, wrapped in a cloud 
of long worn-out clichés and supported by outdated values from the golden days of 
patriotism. The most insignificant circumstances are presented as extremely strange, 
perhaps even symbolic of the nature or manner of the high object. Sometimes, this 
kind of article says something very true, namely that the royals are people like the 
rest of us, but it is said in a way that suggests a fitting astonishment, yes, dismay in 
the author. The poncey is a product of [intellectual] idleness.6

The best post-war articles are like confidential conversations. A kind of counterpart to 
Lennart Nilsson's intimate and flattering images. A royal house of people, not monuments. 
This was perceived as partly an effect of the Republican debate: humility and servility were 
gone but the respect was still there. Even then, however, there were questionable deviations:
“backslapping” and “hatchet jobs”. Then came the privacy intrusions. All royals with a 
sense of self-preservation learned to keep silent. CG kept silent in four languages, Silvia in 
eight.

Two of the reporters who during CG's time are said to have had the greatest impact on court-
journalism have been Sten Hedman and Johan T Lindwall. They did not confine themselves 
to the press communiqués of the court but had a network of informers. For example, Lindwall
visited places that Princess Victoria had visited to get to know her friends. Before when the 
court-reporters came from the high bourgeoisie and socialized in the same circles as the 
royals, this was not necessary. The most recent biography about CG “The reluctant monarch” 
from 2010 is largely based on this method. The authors began by interviewing the servants 
and work their way gradually towards the centre.

The Royal Household's worst “pain in the necks” are Annette Kullenberg & Ulf Nilson who 
over the years have published many unflattering comments on them:

When she [Annette Kullenberg] as a young journalist came to Svenska Dagbladet in 
the early 60's, writing about the court was part of the work. It consisted of two 
journalists and a photographer interviewing young noblewomen who were to be 
introduced to the court. The interviews were made at a traditional tea party at the 
castle.

- Then you would wear a hat and I got the newspaper to pay. I had the same hat for 
several years.

Arching was another mission. Then they stood in the arches of castle, and wrote 
down the names of those who attended the king's dinners. A royalist celebrity 
mission.

* Have you ever interviewed any of the royal family?
- Yes, Queen Silvia, in Barcelona, at the Paralympics [1992]. It was a regular 
interview but after that I have written tough articles about the Royal House.

* Would you like to interview any of them?

6 Kristina Michanek & Bengt Michanek. Kunglighetens pennskaft. Vecko Journalen, 1962:15. 



- No, I don't do such interviews. It makes no sense, they are so media-trained. They 
say nothing. Such interviews are so ... bland ... everything is rehearsed. It becomes 
sweet and smooth as whey butter.7

Ulf Nilson at Expressen has made himself known for his “furious attacks”. Most of these took
place during one of CG's French visits in 1994 and are described in another chapter. An 
overture took place at CG's 1988 visit to America when he and Silvia were granted what they 
in their innocence thought was secret meeting with Greta Garbo.

At an [informal] press conference afterwards, CG is asked: Did the King and Queen 
visit Greta Garbo? After some of hesitation, CG replies “Yes... but we won't write 
about that”. Fortunately, the expression “we should not write about” has not been 
heard very often in Sweden since the authorities began to regard both statesmen and 
journalists as people, but here his majesty had a relapse and quickly it even got worse.
- Why not?
- I do not need to explain that!
It continued with fierce quarrels courtiers to courtiers, press secretaries to press 
secretaries, journalists to journalists as to what was so self evident that it did not 
have to be explained. These quarrels may not be very important, but perhaps two 
things should be stated:
1) There are still - one is flabbergasted - leading figures within the Swedish court, 
who believe that journalists should be treated as hookers. We are called to help with 
the entertainment but are otherwise expected to remain silent and out of sight.
2) Neither the king nor any other citizen can give the press orders to keep quiet - and 
those who think I am arguing a trivial matter should reconsider.8

Kullenberg & Nilson has formed a precedent in Swedish journalism through their attitude that
the most important thing concerning journalism about those in power is the moral courage to 
attack them - not that the reporting is factual or correct. This seems counterproductive. 
Photographers Tom Sica and Erhan Güner summarized it as: “Over the years, the King and 
Queen have become more rigid and the surveillance more stringent. We used to buy them 
drinks during a state visit. All was informal, no cameras or tape recorders allowed. But after a 
certain Mr. Nilson on Expressen wrote about what was said [during the visit to America in 
1988] they do not attend any more.”9

The most interesting interview that was never done is an attempt by journalist Jan Guillou to 
interview Silvia, as it seems in the late 1980s: “It was a challenge to interview a person who 
has been interviewed a thousand times - and yet not,” says Jan Guillou. I wanted to do an 
interview for real. - The Queen said yes, but then the king heard about it and said no.”10 Other
journalists who no longer get interviews are Cecilia Hagen who wrote unfavourably about 
Silvia11 or her father12 but above all I think I have a way of “opening up” the interviewer to 
try to get to his or her core values, a way of working that the entire royal family hates. Johan 
T Lindwall is a special hate object after publishing manipulated pictures of Crown Princess 
Victoria and also writing two biographies of her and Princess Madeleine that mix fact and 

7 ”Bröllopet är en pseudohändelse.” Svenska Dagbladet, 2010-06-20. 
8 Ulf Nilson. Kungaparet träffar Greta Garbo. Expressen, 1988-04-17. 
9 Maja Aase. För kung och fosterland. Tidningen Z, 1991:9. 
10 Lars Ohlsson. ”Jag mår illa av allt fjäsk för Silvia”. Aftonbladet, 1993-12-30. 
11 Cecilia Hagen. Bilaga om Silvia: Drottningen. Expressen, 1989-08-06. 
12 Ingvar Hedlund. ”Kungen hjälpte mig med bandspelaren”. Expressen, 2011-05-15. 



fiction. They are also just as much about himself - a manic peeping Tom – as about the 
subject at hand.13

The currently most royal-friendly journalist is Roger Lundgren, editor-in-chief of Queen &
Kungliga magasinet. However, Lundgren does not want to call himself a journalist because
he (like Lindwall) lacks such an education. Rather, he sees himself as an informant who 
wants to convey a positive impression of the royal house.

*

After the death of Tyra Öhrvall and Margit Fjellman, their former editor-in-chief Gustaf 
von Platen published his memoirs where he portrayed them as two useful idiots.

In addition to [Anders Lundebeck], VJ used two female reporters, Tyra Öhrvall and 
Margit Fjellman. “Örat” was a medium lady, fattish and gray-haired, energetic and 
cynical; she was or had been married to the famous restaurateur Ekegårdh at 
Operakällaren. She poured into the editorial office like a cyclone, papers lying at the 
front of the desks was swept with, she never observed the sign with BUSY on it and 
with her eyes shining told about the latest rumours she had intercepted. During her 
early years, Örat was banned from the castle, but when Princess Astrid married 
Leopold of Belgium in 1926, she managed to get employed as an assistant in the 
kitchen, where she reportedly baked gingerbread for the royal breakfast. Curiously, 
Örat wrote passably well, and although her sources were cloudy and her demands for 
verification were minimal, she made the articles appear as if their author was both 
well-informed and truthful.

Margit Fjellman never poured in. She knocked discreetly on the door - unlike the 
Ear, Margit was considerate and well-behaved, the daughter of a commoner  
cavalry master and a noblewoman, something she stressed. Margit was bony, born 
in Skåne and burred her r-sounds in the aristocratic fashion; Her reading included 
Almanach de Gotha, the Swedish equivalent and the love stories in Vecko-Revyn. 
For Miss Fjellman was romantic but extremely unmarried, in England she would 
be called spinster and her main squeeze was the Swedish royal house.

The castle was an Olympus inhabited by gods and goddesses, whose high priestess 
was [Sibylla's] Chief lady-in-waiting Cederström. What the lady-in-waiting said was
a sacred edict for Margit. And when she wrote about royalty, she spun a pink cocoon
around the cult objects. All were happy, well dressed and well behaved work-a-
holics.14

One might expect that the court-reporters were at least appreciated by the court itself, but this 
has not been the case. From 1974 there were downright punishments: “Princess Christina had 
[Svensk Damtidning] banned from [the announcement of marriage] for publishing a detailed 
drawing of the couple's future residence. Even the sewers were marked on this excellent guide
for burglars.”15,16,17 Chief editor Karin Lennmor of Svensk Damtidning considered the 
criticism to be unjustified. “Svensk Damtidning is the court's foremost PR agency.” Perhaps 
13 Johan T Lindwall. Victoria – Prinsessan privat. Månpocket, 2010. 
14 Gustaf von Platen. Resa till det förflutna : minnen. Del 2. 1994. 
15 Ulf Björkman. Kungens adjutant. BNL förlag AB, 1987, s 197. 
16 Svensk Damtidning, 1974:9 & Svensk Damtidning 1974:20. 
17 Expressen, 1974-08-13. 



not entirely in accordance with the truth. The coverage of Silvia in 1976-1982 was extensive 
but so repetitive that it caused ridicule. CG's refusal in 1983 to restore Sigvard Bernadotte to 
his former rank of prince resulted in articles about the conflicts between Sigvard's wife 
Marianne Bernadotte, Princess Lilian and Silvia. The newspaper also reported that Silvia was 
a lousy supervisor and that people resigned in order to avoid having to deal with her. The 
newspaper ended up being banned from the royal house's own arrangements - press meetings,
Nobel dinners and other things.

Svensk Damtidning has continued to waver in its devotion. In 1995, with regard to Silvia's 
beauty operations, the discussion at the newspaper went as follows: “According to [editor-in-
chief] Karin Lennmor, they have performed several times and at the editorial office there were
discussions about whether the magazine should write about them or not. We thought about 
whether it was an invasion of privacy. We asked ourselves what the Queen is to the outside 
and agreed on that it is largely her face. Therefore, we wrote about the operations, although 
perhaps it was not considered completely correct.”18 Indeed, the readers protested. For them 
“public secrets” and “keeping silent about the elephant in the room” was a way of expressing 
loyalty. The pretence, decorum, was more important than the reality, much like in the courts 
of old. It was also a matter of personal convenience. As long as nothing was publicly 
admitted, one did not have to take a stand on it. “Active ignorance” as it is called.

What distinguishes the royal family from other celebrities is that all age groups are 
interested in them. A royalty on the first page can therefore increase sales by 5-10 percent. 
The Royal Court makes no measurements of its own, but estimates that media coverage 
abroad is 100 percent positive and in Sweden 90-95 percent positive. However, these 5-10 
percent negatives really hurt. The shifts in opinion in the press corps in recent years are 
mainly reflected in the fact that the reporting has narrowed its focus - few journalists are 
nowadays familiar with the subject.

Until CG's 50th birthday, the shared business wisdom was: Gustaf von Platen, editor-in-chief 
of Vecko Journalen, denied that CG meant something to the turnover. “He was a very sweet 
kid. But then the prince quickly ended up in the shadow of the sisters. His love affairs were 
discreet, there were neither scandals nor romances. In recent years, one may say that in 
relation to the king's position, the weekly newspapers have devoted him a rather distracted 
interest.”19 Björn Vingård, editor-in-chief of Året Runt, agreed. “What Carl Gustaf has done 
for the weekly press is to become fatherless, marry Silvia and become a father to Victoria.”20 
An essay about the matter concluded that the Swedish weekly newspaper depictions of the 
royal house have gradually been “feminized” and after 1995 more critical.21 According to 
historian Dick Harrison, this is an international trend.22 “Powerlessness, your name is 
woman!” Still, however, articles about fantastic fairy tale wedding sell better than critical 
editorials.23

*

18 Lina Persson & Madeleine von Koch. Förtio år av kändispress. JMG, vårterminen 2005. 
19 Marie Louise Samuelsson. Ingen kioskvältare för veckopressen. Svenska Dagbladet, 1996-04-27. 
20 Marie Louise Samuelsson. Ingen kioskvältare för veckopressen. Svenska Dagbladet, 1996-04-27. 
21 Simon Fransson. Kungahuset i veckopressen. En studie av feminiseringen av kungahuset från 1950 till idag. 
Lunds universitet, Historiska institutionen, 2012-03-05. 
22 Dick Harrison. Perspektiv [på] kvinnliga regenter. Svenska Dagbladet, 2012-02-27. 
23 Marie Ericsson & Sofia Lundqvist. Tills media skiljer oss åt - En studie av fyra tidningars rapportering av 
svenska kungliga bröllop 1932-2010. Södertörns högskola, Institutionen för kommunikation, medier & IT. 2010. 



Press photographers were long time treated as an unreliable rabble. “Old scarred press 
photographers have told us how the Stockholm governor inspected their clothes and nails 
before they were allowed to participate in any of the rare photo opportunities.”24 Edmund & 
Sibylla were more aware of the usefulness of “Street Togs”. Photographer Siv Neuterboom 
was on holiday in the summer of 1946 in Falsterbo when she met the artist Einar Nerman 
who was at Solliden to paint Princess Christina. Sibylla personally called Neuterboom and 
asked her to come and photograph CG for a at-home article. The Haga princesses were to be 
supplemented with a Haga prince. I've mentioned CG's hostility to photographers. At his first
photo session as Crown Prince, however, he behaved like a dream - did not dare else with 
mother, grandfather and Nenne looking on:

Several gentlemen with camera visited the other day the floor of Stockholm Castle 
where Princess Sibylla lives with her children. ... The photography was done with the 
permission of King Gustaf Adolf, who now gave in to the entire Swedish populations 
collected prayers for new pictures of the country's young crown prince. And since the 
new crown prince is so young and he is still just a little four-year-old boy with bright, 
curly hair, blue eyes and dressed in white and with black shiny shoes, this first official 
photo-session became a highly unconventional performance. His royal highness 
sometimes preferred toys on the floor, and his mother, like all the nice moms, kept him
happy and also sat on the floor to make the game really fun. Toy, a yellowish-brown 
Pekingese, would also appear in the pictures, thought the crown prince, who was in a 
bright mood. Here is now a bundle of pictures from the photography of the unusually 
charming young man who is then not to be photographed for a long a time, says 
Grandpa the king, because it may not be so healthy even for a cute little crown prince 
to too often act in front of the camera.25

Since then, CG as Crown Prince has been photographed more times than he probably wants to
remember. The most reprinted allegedly is Einar Jagerwall's (1915-1988) photograph of CG 
wearing a miniature of Edmund's uniform Christmas 1949 and Freddy Lindström's (1917-
1976) photograph of CG and Princess Christina with a baking tray Christmas 1952.

There are few memorable news images. CG fishing in Mörrumsån in 1976 where every 
square meter of the beach opposite is full of curious people who in the telescope lens 
appear stacked on top of each other is usually highlighted as a good picture that exactly 
illustrates CG's situation.

CG has not employed a court-photographer of his own, but some photographers have had 
privileges. Photographer Clas Göran Carlsson worked at SE in the summer of 1972 with the 
assignment to photograph CG. When CG didn't show up outside Solliden, he got a little 
desperate and called up. The respondent was Bengt-Herman Nilsson, whom he knew by both
serving with Jämtland's mountain rangers. This was apparently a good recommendation 
because he was invited and helped set up Solliden Park together with the other guests. An 
extra plus was their shared interest in cars. Carlsson “a simple street tog” was very flattered. 
He has since followed national tours and state visits, published photo books and sometimes 
interviewed CG. These interviews have generally been of high quality as CG has actually 
made efforts to deliver answers to his questions. Several of his pictures were exhibited at 
Husgerådskammaren's exhibition “Vår kung i tiden” Boxing Day 1983 - April 1984 and 
received good reviews.

24 Jan Mårtensson. Att kyssa ett träd. W & W, 2000. 
25 Fyrårig kronprins framför kameran. Svensk Damtidning, 1950:49. 



In 1966, CG's graduation, he was photographed by Svensk Damtidning's court-photographer
Charles Hammarsten, who later became Silvia's favourite photographer. Hammarsten came 
into the profession as assistant to the actor and photographer Åke Hylén (1928-1967) who 
often photographed royalty. “It just happened. I was not particularly interested in royalty.”26 
He is very well known for his natural but at the same time courteous family pictures. These 
were taken every Christmas, Easter and summer until the children left the nest. Between 
1974 and 1993, he also photographed 30 foreign trips. In total he took 30 thousand pictures. 
The majority were published in Hänt i Veckan and Hänt Extra.

* But you must have some favourite picture?
- Sure. One is from her first Nobel Party. The Queen sees me, looks straight into the 
camera and smiles while I snap. I am also proud of the picture when the Queen peeks
out through a hole in the Chinese wall. I was the only one. And so of course the 
picture when she before a dinner at Solliden is down in the kitchen and tasting the 
sauce. That picture is pretty spontaneous. [Error. It was CG.]

* The Queen is your favourite photographic object?
- Yes. She has feisty eyes, always a smile and is a positive person. The pictures are 
always good.27

CG and Silvia have developed a special style for these semi official images. They are careful 
not to touch each other. Perhaps because the images are objects of identification. If they touch
each other, they exclude the viewer from the community. Perhaps CG thinks that intimacy 
belongs to private life. CG is happy to turn the right side to when he is photographed. Maybe 
he looks better that way. On official occasions, CG tries to minimize the number of 
photographers so that only a few from the larger agencies are allowed to attend. Christmas 
photography is always a spectacle. In 1983, seven selected press photographers took 5,000 
photos in 35 minutes. CG does not like the improvisations and directions that are present at 
such occasions but he accepts it.

On other occasions like the Nobel dinner, there may be any number of photographers. They 
often try to catch CG when they make a funny face or gesture. CG is intransigent:

SM: Do you get used to [press photographers].
CG: No.
SM: Does it feel like an intrusion?
CG: Yes, it does. They're just waiting for me to do something I shouldn't do. 
Sometimes I test them. I keep still whatever happen... five, ten minutes without 
changing my facial expression a jota. I know they're sitting there with the camera and 
just waiting and waiting... Maybe a click once in a while just in case, but at most one 
picture, because I don't move a millimetre.
SM: So you're sitting there at dinner like hunters and prey, waiting each other out...
CG: Yes, of course. I guess that's why I look a little stiff and boring. But that's the 
purpose of it all.28

*

26 Expressen. Kungen 60 år, 2006-04-29/30. 
27 Omar Magnergård. En svensk drottnings många ansikten. Svenska Dagblader, 1993-10-28. 
28 Stephan Mehr. Intervju med kung Carl XVI Gustaf. MånadsJournalen, 1996:5. 



CG has on several occasions, also after the marriage, been involved in actual scuffles with 
photographers:

On August 6, 1982, in Belgium, during a private visit to Silvia's brother Ralph in 
Eupen, the house was besieged by photographers from the Paparazzi. Someone had 
mounted a remote-controlled camera with telescopic lenses so that he could 
photograph Silvia's bedroom. In the street, there was mainly a West German 
photographer Heinz Schmidt, formerly Bild Zeitung, who ignored that CG asked him 
to stop taking pictures. CG then snatched the camera from him and turned it in at the 
nearest police station. Schmidt reported the matter to the police. CG adjutant Bengt-
Herman Nilsson submitted a lengthy report to the prosecutor who dropped the case - 
probably because CG had diplomatic immunity.29

Something similar happened in 1997 when CG was to be filmed at all costs during a 
grouse hunt. “Not many people have argued with the king. But after a while, it was 
actually like being arguing with anyone - the fist was not far away, says Nils Gunnar 
Labba, managing editor of SVT's Sami department.30

The paparazzi ethics also arrived in Sweden. There were two forms. The classic version is to 
ambush the prey - it is really only used by the freelance photographer Per-Olof Sänsnäs 
(1949-) - with Aftonbladet as the only client. On the other hand, even official photo-sessions 
have a paparazzi-spirit because the photographers wait for a strange body position, a laugh or 
a face. During her internship in France, Victoria attempted to replace the paparazzi with 
photo-sessions, but this proved impossible. The poor image quality - telescopic lens & gritty 
sub-magnifications - was perceived by readers as a proof of authenticity.

Sänsnäs has mainly photographed the younger generation of royalty and is said to have 
earned one million from photographs of Daniel Westling & Crown Princess Victoria. He 
looks like somebody's uncle - slow &  harmless - but is in the right place at the right time. 
“Sänsnäs learned where the royal children lived, where they used to eat and coffee and who 
they used to spend time with.”31 “P-O tells us that the Swedish celebrities who pay the best 
are princesses Madeleine and Victoria (preferably together with their boyfriends), Prince Carl
Philip, Carola, Björn Borg and Agneta Fältskog. For a single good picture that shows, for 
example, a princess kissing her boyfriend, P-O can pull in as much as 100,000 crowns!”32 
Most of the photographs were street pictures of Princess Madeleine out on some errand. They
were subsequently provided with explanatory (=misleading) text and have been used in a 
number of contexts.

The most notable paparazzi picture is from Caroline Kreuger's 25th birthday party at 
restaurant J in Nacka on July 11, 2002 when Daniel Westling and Crown Princess Victoria 
kiss each other. But that picture was taken by Mattias Carlsson. On July 11, 2005, he became 
herostratically renowned after having naked (from a nearby nudist bath) waded away to 
Solliden's pier carrying camera house, telephoto lens and tripod. No one there however, 
except a security guard who alerted the police.

29 TT, 1982-08-06; Aftonbladet, 1982-08-07 & 1982-08-08. 
30 Aftonbladet, 1997-08-30. 
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32 P-O – En svensk paparazzi. Aktuell Rapport, 2012:12. 


